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ABSTSACT
The impact of implementation Df multi-year procurement
provisions in major defense acquisitions, at the subcon-
tractor level, is the focus of this thesis. The opinions of
subcontractors as to theic perceptions of the flowdown of
beiefits, as a result of this implementation, were investi-
gated. This was accomplished by !n=ans of a questionnaire
sent to U7 major subcontri^ rors involved in z.he Air Force's
F-16 program and the Navy's C-2 COD pcDgram. The results of
the survey show that subcontractors felt that: 1) overall
multi-year procurement ^lad i fa/oirable impact on their
firms; 2) the area of greitesr savings was in purchasing :e:0Q
quantities of raw materials, in advance, at now year prices;
3) multi-year procurement usually resulted in increased
program stability and increased oost reductions; 4) the
sucge capacity of industry would be increased and the time
required to surge from peazexine ro wartime prDiacticn would
decrease; but 5) that sore trailing is needed both in
industry and DOD pertaining to the fundamentals required in
executing a multi-year contract.. 3 ecommendations are made
concerning methods for improving the application and imple-
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I. INTSODOCTION
A. STATEH2HT OF THE PEOBLEM
A Multi-year contract is i contract for the
purchase of property or services for more than
one, but not uiore than five, program years. Such
a contract during ths second and subsequent years
of the contract is contingent, upon -che appropria-
tion of funds and may orovida fDr a cancellation
payment to be made -o the contractor, if appropri-
ations are not made" [ Ref . 1].
The above definition is included in the fiscal year 1982
appropriations bill, Senata bill S315, and provides a basic
description of what mulci-year contracting is all about.
:^ Although considered by sDne to be the answer to all D0D*3
procurement problems, multi-year contracting is not being
widely utilized [Ref. 2:13], \s of June 1982, the Air Force
had "t- wc major programs under Mul::i-Y = ar Procuc ament (MY?)
,
and t-he Navy had one, although beta services have used MY?
for smaller buys of ancillary systsms and spare parts
purchases. This situation exists in spite of taa volumes of
testimony both by industry and th= military extolling its
benefits and urging its acceptance. One major industry
group, the Electronic Industries Association, (EIA) , has gone
on record stating that, multi-year contracting is not being
utilized effectively, ani the govarnment and industry hava
been reluctant to use MYP for primarily three rsasons:
1. Luck, of undarstaadii g of its advantages.
2. The restrictions associated with regulations.
3. Biqh degree of risk which can be associated with
multi-year contracts [Raf. 2:12].
It seems that the daata knall for MY? has baen sounded,
however, the opposite is in fact tia case. Currant opinion
holds that the advantagas of 'AY? far outweigh the disadvan-
tages, and despite the lack of ua darstanding of MY? in

industry and government, its futurB seems inevitable. As
paael after panel, and ^oanittse aftar committee, hold hear-
ings and receive testimony on MYP, its increased usage has
arrived. Although MYP has been aroiad for a long time, it
has not previously received th= favorable press, nor been so
widely touted as the cucs all for many of the problems
concerning cost reduction and increasing productivity which
face both industry and government. As a result, MYP is
being re-examined by both as a vehicle to provide the econo-
mies of scale necessary to induce total program reductions
and increased productivity through capital investment
[Bef. 3:30].
To date, all of the coQcern, testimony, and most of the
spotlight has been centered on the prime contractors or the
very large corporations rfhich constitute the majority of
DOD's business. Very little has besn written regarding the
plight of the subcontractors, who in some cases provide
upwards of 50% of the material or suo-assemblies required in
soie major system acquisitions. Altiojgh hearings have been
held regarding the deterioration of rhe defense industrial
base, very little has beei heard oi how the application of
MYP will impact the subcontractors and to what extent the
conceptual benefits of 'il 2 accrued by the prime will be
passed to the subcontractors.
This author's research indicates that no assessment of
the impact of MYP on the sj boon tractor level has been under-
taken since 1967, when the Logistics Management Ins-^itute,
under contract to DOD, undercook a study of the possibili-
ties of achieving economies by the use of ."lYP in
subcontracts [Ref. 4]. As a result, the need exists to
examine the extent to which the proposed benefits derived
from MY? have in fact reached the subcontractor, especially
in light of the fact that 1Y? seems to be the newest rising
star on the procurement horizon.

B. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
The objective of this research is to quantify the extent
to which subcontractors have, to dacs, gained any benefits
from MYP- Have the benafits whici are to accrue -co the
prime being passed on to the sibcontracrors involved?
Additionally, a secondary objectiva is to provide useful
guidelines in deciding what actioas may be taken to ensurs
that the subcontractors io in fact receive their share of
the pie, and a share of the benefits commensurate with ths
risks involved.
Two programs were jtilized ii the research, the Air
Force's F-16 program and the Navy's r-2 (COD) program. This
provides the opportunity to gain a psrspective, both from a
major systems acquisition point of visw, and also from the
perspective of two different ssrvicss. The F-15 program has
bean in existence for several years ar.d has produced nearly
900 aircraft. The program is in uh5 production and deploy-
ment phases with uncertainty aad ri3< rather low. The F-15
System Program Office has an approved multi-yaar contract
and has a proven track racori in ths MYP arena. On ths
other hand, the Navy's 3-2 program has been involved in many
postponements and restarts and has just recently been
approved by Congress as a viable nulti-year program. The
C-2 program has subsequently rsceivad the necsssary funding
to proceed as a viabla multi-yaar procurement. This
provides the opportunity to oreate a data base from two
contrasting situations, comprising two very different
contracting styles. Tha prime contractors involved are
General Dynamics Corporation of Fort Worth, Texas, and
Grumman Aerospace Corporation of Bathpage, New York. Both
prime contractors were contacted ani briefed on the objec-
tive and methodology to ba utilized in the project, and both
approved and consented to having their subcontractors




The primary method ussi in gathsring the data and opin-
ions of the subcontractors involved was a survey
questionnaire which consisted of a total of thir-y-fiva
questions. The questionnaire was iivided intD two parts,
with sections one and twD in the first half, and section
these comprising the seconi half. Ssctions one and two wars
concerned with ascertaining xhe damcgraphy of the firm and
the individual answering tie questions. The answers to the
first two sections were obtained talBphonically. The second
half of the questionnaire, consistin; of secrion three, was
mailed to each subcontracror for the purposs of careful
examination and to provide ampla time for thought and
discussion. This section consistai of having the subcon-
tractor compare -^he cost iapacr of ^7? to annual funding and
contracting. The quasti onnaira ^as based on a survey
utilized by Air Force Captains Stave Berjans and Larry
Elbroch, in their thesis project which concentrated on larga
prime contractors. The guestionnair a was modified to appi'/
to the subcontractor laval and to assass the impact of .^Y?
which has flowed down from the prime. k copy of the
qussuionnaire is included as Appeniit A.
D. RESEARCH QOESTION
Given the research objectives oraviously stated, tha
following primary researcn quastion was posed: Have tha
conceptual benefits of iml-^i-year orocureraent accrued by
prime contractors, bean passed on to tha subcontractor
level?
The following ancillary rasearci questions are deemed
pertinent in addressing tha basic research question:
1, What is multi-year procuramant?
2. What is its history and background?
11

3. What ar? the curr9[it prDbleas facing subcontractors?
4. Is multi-year contracting ths solution?




II. BACKGROOND DP MOLTIifElR PROCUREMENT
A. HISTORY OF MOLTI-IEAR PROCUREMEUr
The concept of contracting for goods and services for
more than one year at a tine has baei around for a nuniber of
years. Multi-year procurament coac=?ts over thr ysars hav9
also been supported by a number dZ high lev = l governaiTnt
officials and influential members of the industrial commu-
nity. The advantages and risks of IT? have bssn delineated
and debated from the corporate board room to the halls of
Congress. For some tins now thara has besti a growing
concern, among both govarnient and iiiustrial laaders, about
tha continuing deterioration of ths country's dafense indus-
trial base [Ref. 5]. As stated by tia Report of the Defense
Science Board 1980 Suniier Stuiy Panel on Industrial
Responsiveness, " tha ability of industry to respond -o
defense needs has detaci orat ad and costs continue -o
increase. Other findings are tiaat the instability in
programs has often made dafensa business less attractive to
industry than commercial «rork, and nany disinoanrives exist
which discourage the capital invastmants needad to raduca
costs, improve productivity and enhance industrial respon-
siveness" [Ref. 6:18]. These concerns have generally
manifested themselves in comnents directed at improving
current procurement practices.
The idea of making appropriations available until
expended was utilized as early as nha 1950'3 in the DOD
Appropriations Act of 1955 (P.L. 33-'458), which made speci-
fied appropriations available or. a multi-year basis
[Raf. 2]. This demonstrated Congrass' recognition that a
multi-year funding approach can result in savings. Botih the
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ExscutivG and Legislative branches iiai from time to time,
issued comments or made c ecooamendat ions concerning multi-
year procurement. The Investmsnt Policy Study Group,
established in 1976, acknowledged that multi-year
contracting would encourage industry's willingnsss to invest
in capital facilities and squipment to increase productivity
[Ref- 2]. In 1978, bDth Deputy Secretary of Defense
Charles Duncan and Comptroller Genacal Elmer Staats issued
letters to the services aid Congress respectively urging tha
acceptance and utilizatioa of aulti-fsar contracting techni-
quas. They also presented the conclusion that the
advantages with multi-year far outweigh the disadvantages
and its use should be axpanded in Ouder- to reduce procure-
ment costs [Ref. 7].
Comments supporting a more efficient and economical
procurement method have ananated from Congress on a number
of occasions and are exemolifiad by ::he House Armed Services
Committee Report No. 95-1573 [Ref- 2]. The report cited
DOD » s failure to effectively control rising weapon system
costs and the need to ra-axamiae existing procurament proce-
dures. Additionally, the Office of Federal Procurement
Policy Uniform Procurement System Task Group on Acquisition,
in August of 1980, recognized that nulti-year authorization
and appropriation can provide efficient and economical
procurement of goods and secvicas [Ref. 8:33]. As is
evident from the preceding comments, the idea of improving
procurement procedures, Lncraasing capital investment and
productivity, and reduciig procuraaant costs, through the
expanded application and utilization of multi-year
contracting is not a new concept.
Even though the concapt of M7P is not naw, and its
advantages have been well docucaentad, the acquisition proce-
dures in force today do lot reflect an acceptance of its
application. As stated by RADM ^=11 P. Ferraro, former
n

Assistant Commander for Contracts, Naval Mr Systems
Coimand, "The crux of the matter is that, cirrent system
ac5uisition policies are lot eacouraging defensa contractors
to control and reduce proiuction aid material costs or to
invest in productivity improving capital equipment"
[Ref, 9:1]. Only recently have the services identified MY?
as one of those -^ools whirh, when selactively eiployed, may
significantly reduce acquisition costs. A current initia-
tive by Congress to expani the use oE MYP is House Bill H.R.
745, which has been introduce! to r?move some of the statu-
tory problems which have restricted its use, (e.g., $5M
cancellation ceiling is removed, and such cancellation
changes permitted to include rscurriig costs) and to empha-
size congressional interest in this approach [Ref. 10].
However, the current status of H-R. 745 is one of discussion
and debate and most probably will n^t lead to any positive
action, at least not in ri3 97th Congress.
The views of DOD have been stated by Deputy Secretary of
Defense Frank Carlucci, both in his mrmorandum on improving
th2 acquisition process which coitained his thirty-two
initiatives, and in his policy mrnorandum on multi-year
procurement. :ir. Carlucci reir^razes DOD's continued
commitment ro zhe full finding policy, but allows case by
case consideration of programs [Sef. 11]. Both the Air
Force and the Navy have advanced significant initiatives
toward expanding the us= of MV for major systems acquisi-
tion. For the Air Forca, General Alton Slay, former
Commander of the Air Forca Systems Command, aas for many
years been a leading advocate of :iy?. He has on numerous
occasions enumerated the various advantages of multi-year
contracting and has presented several Air Force programs
which have enjoyed significant savings due to the
application of MY? procedures * Ref . 12].
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In spite of the general acceptaacs of the potential for
cost savings and the nunerDus benefits which ma/ accrue from
the implementation of MlfP, a namber of concerns are present
which must be considerei. The following issues require
careful consideration before any application of MYP is
undertaken. These concerns wer= expressed by R&OM Ferraro as
follows:
1. The use of multi-y?ar technigies will result in long
production runs by a single ::Dntractor causing a loss
of alternative sources (i.e., the ccmpetitive base).
2. The expanded use of MY? assanes the authorization of
incremental funding.
3. Early on planning rfith the CDitractcr is necessary to
establish any budgst profile aberration caused by the
funding of recurring costs.
4. Techniques to iieatify and validate savings must be
established.
5. Variable guantity pricing provisions may be neces-
sary.
6. Escalation clauses are an obvious need.
7. Consideration of fi nancing/p~ ogress payment provi-
sions which relats to contractor willingness to
finance cost.s under cancellation guarant = ss [Ref. 9].
These issues are also concerns voiced by industry. However,
there is no doubt that, ii general, ths industrial community
viBws MYF in a pcsitive light. This viewpoint is summed up
by the Defense Science Board ia its 1930 Summer Study, which
srated that:
"The principal benafi- of such lonaer-term
contracting arrangements is to achieve economies
of scale. With fhe greater assurance of a solid
trogram, contractors aave a maca greater incentive
o invest in productivity measures and to make
economical buys from vendors and subcontractor's.
The savings potential for multi-year cop.cractmg
is estimated to be froa 10 to 15 percent (in
constant dollars). This is based on recent
studies, but it reflects th= sxoerience of ths
late 19b0's and the early 1970»s "when multi-year
contracting was used fairiy extensively. kn indi-
15

reel, benefit of the salt i-yeac: approach is that it
As stated earlier, Slsctronics Industries Association
strongly supports the expanded use of MYP, aad they also
note that ,".... multi-year contractiig has been constrained
by the absence of a :: omplimentary multi-year funding
process" [Ref- 2 ]•
Other industry leaders have voiced support for MY? and
its expanded use. For example, Higties Aircraft Corporation
has developed a package of legal issues and required
legislative/regulatory rhaiges which they feel are necessary
to facilitate the implene ntation Df MYP [Ref. 1-3]. The
Northrop Corporation is another supporter of MlfP, and the
faith they hold in the expanded as? of MYP is evidenced in
their effort to underwrite the risks involved in their
multi-year contract for the B-52 AN/\LQ-155 power aianagement
system. "The cost savings attributed to the use of MYP are
documented at $10.6 million, prinarily as a result of
economical purchases of lat^'rial ani efficient aoplication
of labor" [ Ref. 14: 19].
As can be seen by the preceding CDraments, Congress, DOD,
and industry stand committed to the advent of the increased
use of MYP. However, certain actions and issues must be
addressed and resolved prior to its full implementation.
First, legislation must be passed to increase the cancella-
tion ceiling applicable to M?? ^oitracts, a.id recurring
costs must be included in the cancellation ceiling. These
two points are the critical requirements for advantageous
use of MYP in major syst^ns acquisition [Ref. 15], These
two issues are contained in every reference by industry to
the use of MYP. In addition, certain basio requirements
musr be met by each program oefore it can be considered a
viable candidate for MYP. These basic requirements are
17

common threads which ran through 9v=ry major discussion of
multi-year contracting:
1. The program must b= mature ani stable.
2. The product must be non-contrDversial.
3. Stable funding must be available for the present and
the future.
u. Cost confidence must be very high.
These requirements must bs present aad they must be perma-
neat. It is the general opinion of all the players involved
that multi-year procursmait holds tramendous pDtential for
improving the procuremeni: process. The trict will be for
all of them to agree on hD* and wh=n.
B. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OP SIP
A key issue in detsmining whether or not 3YP is more
advantageous than annual contracting is the way in which DOD
has historically fundei orodu--ion contracts. Since the
early 1960's DOD has utilized a concept callad the "full
funding policy", which was mentions! earlier. This policy
was reaffirmed by Secretary Carlucci and is seated in DOD
Directive 7200.4, which states in part:
"The objective is tD provide finds at the outset
for the total estimated cost: of. a given item so
that the Congress aad ths publi:^ can clearly see
and have a complete fcnowledg= Df the full di:!i?n-
sions and cost whsn it is first presented for an
appropriation. In practice. It means rhat: each
annual aopropriatioi request must contain the
funds es-imated to b5 required to cover tii? total
cost -o be incurred in completing delivery of a
given quantity of usable end items, such as
aircraft, missiles, saios, veaicles, ammunition,
and all other items of equipmBnt" [ Ref . 16].
This policy means that all of the funds required for a given
equipment purchase must be appropriated in the year -hat the
contrac- is initiated. \s a result, OOD is pcDhibited fron
buying production equipmeat by payiig for it as costs are
13

incurred as it does in th= case of rasearch and development
contracts. This policy was adopts! by DOD at tha urging of
Congress and 0MB, to praclude situations where production
programs were started without sufficient, funding to complete
the end items ordered, leaving subsequent Congresses and
administrations the requirement to budget funds to complete
the project or accept oaiy partially completed items of
equipment [ Hef . 5].
The reason for addressing the fuLI funding issue at this
point is that it is the conceptual undermining of the inten-
cf -he DAR definition of nulti-ysar contracting which states
that MYP, "is a method of acquiring D30 planned requirements
for up to a five year psriod (fDur years in the case of
maintenance and operation of family housing), without having
rotal funds available at the time of award" [Rsf. 17]. The
key phrase is, "without having total funds available at time
of award." This last statement is tae heart of 1YP, and is
for all intenrs and purposes nullified by the full funding
policy.
Finally, it should oe noted that DOD Directive 7200.4
also recognizes the need to buy some components which have
extremely long lead times ahead of the procurement for the
end item itself [ Ref - 15], This is called "advanced
procurement". DOD and Congress have zo date both -aken a
very conservative view of this pcooedure and have limited
its use as a result.
These two limitations i ave acted together to effectively
prohibit the use of MYP for the acquisition of aajor weapons
systems, and as a result, have prov^lced the concern of many
defense planners who see MYP as a positive step in cost
savings and increased productivity.
These constraints were addressed at this point to empha-
size the uphill battle whioh MfP has encountered to date, in
spite of the many advancages and potential benefits its
19

expanded use may realize. MifP*3 coQceptual advantages are
in direct opposition to the two issues addressed above,
which is partial explanation of its limited uss.
As a result, a thocoigh examination of MYP» s advantages
and disadvantages is crucial in any analysis of its design.
As in any analysis, advantages and disadvantages depend on
ona's point of view. Foe exaaple, *hat a contracxor thinks
is an advantage may or may not be -oisidered advantageous by
DOD or Congress, The opposite is squally true. Therefore,
an/ discussion of this sud jecc must be general in natura,
and treat tha issue of SYP as though there wers no barriers
to its use.
To start with, DAR implies tha following advantages:
1. Lower costs.
2. Enhancement of st ai dardizatioi
.
3. Reduction of admini stra t,iva burden in the placement
and administration of cDntraots.
4. Substantial continuity of production of oerf ormance,
thus avoiding annial startup .^osts, prs produc-ion
testing costs, ma^e-ready expenses, md. phaseout
ccsts.
5. Stabilization of work forces.
6. Avoidance of the need for astablishing and "proving
out" quality control techniguas and procedures for a
new contract each yaar.
7. Broadening the compatitive base with opportunity for
participation by firms not otharwise willing or able
to compete for lesser quantities, particularly in
cases involving hiqa startup oosts.
8. Implementation of tie Industrial Preparedness Program
for planned items with planned producers.
9. Provide incentivas i: o contractors to improve produc-
tivity through investment in capital facilities,
equipment and advanced technology [ Ref . 17].
23

In addition, the DepartiBit of Dsfanse 1982
Appropriations Bill Rapcrt Df the Committee on
Appropriations states:
"Multiyear contractlig (MYCI is a maaagement
dsviuce that has potential for saving money and for
improving the aefaase industrial base. The
following sources have been cited for a::hieving
lower unit costs conoarei to annual contracting:
1) improved economies and efficiencies in the
and 5) reduction in the burden of placina and
administering contracts. MYC also offers opportu-
nities to enhance the iniustcial base through the
often intangible benefits of firm long term plan-
ning. It clearly offers opportanit ies to shore up
the defense industrial base by attracting subcon-
tractors, vendors, aii small suopliers. who under
curren- procurement practices" are leaving the
defense field" [Ref. 1§].
Commander Marv McWhecter, Policy Development/Special
Proiects office. Contracts and Business Management, Naval
Material Command, states in his presentation on MYP the
following advantages:
1. Reduction of Costs
a) Long term production
b) Contractor investment in labor saving equipment
c) Increased competition at the subcontractor level
d) Procurement of material in economic lots
e) Enhanced standardization
f) Stabilization of contractor work force
g) Administrative cost reductions
2. Permit out year bidgets to be based on negotiated
contract prices vice cost estimates.
3. Preservation of the Defense Industrial Base.
U. Opportunity to shorten acquisition cycle TRef. 19].
Other advantages not addressed, but postulated by both
industry and DOD are; impcoved surg= capability as a result
of advanced procurement of material in EQQ quantities,
program stability for boti the project office and the prime
contractor involved, increased price competition both at the
21

prime and subcontractor lavel, Isssaning of ths impact of
inflation because of the advanced pirchase of raw materials
at fixed prices, and lastly, imprDved leverage for primes
over second and third tisr vendors for better competitive
pricing and more economical production runs. As is evident,
ths advantages associate! with MIP ars in the ayes of ths
beholder, and depend on tae viewpoint of the individual or
organization holding the microphons. One thing is for
certain, if MY F is sele::tively apDlied the potential for
co=t saving and increased ^ompstition is enormoas.
Having presented all of the abo75, it is important to
point out that there are some disadvantages associated with
MY?.
As presented by RADa Ferraro, the following are
perceived as disadvantages;
1. Possible program funding shifts burdening earlier
years ro cover recurring {=. g. , material! costs deci-
sions, precluding j se of sdzi early funds for other
program priorizias, givan fix=i fiscal guidance.
2. Desire for increasai quantity flexibility over future
year reguirements iue to unrartainty ragariing out-
year requiraments and budget priorities.
3. Possible lack of incentive foe contractor cooperation
in a sole source environment.
U. The difficulty whica is prasait because of a need for
an early decision in the PPBS process, which is
reguired in ordar to permit the presentation of a
proper funding profile.
5. Need to structura batter escalation provisions.
6. Difficulties in valida-cing savings.
7. Discouragement of early in/astments in recurring
costs due to high interest rates (i.a., assumes
contractor carrias government to some extant).
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8. Possible early aconomi^al prDcurement of items with
near term Dbsolescsace potential.
9. Potential loss of i competitivs base [Ref. 9].
Additionally, the first disaivantage usually cited by
Congressional critics is that MYP will result in a loss of
flexibility to all concsrned, primarily b = ::aase larger
portions of the DOD buiget will ba "uncontrollable" or
predetermined by previous years commitments [ Sef - 20:25].
This is the other siie of the coin to ths increase in
stability which means as stability increases, flexibility
decreases.
Another disadvantage notei by critics of MYP is that
contracts used under thesa prooedarss are either FFP, or FFP
with an Economic Price \ijustment (EPA) claase attached.
This forces the contractor and ths government to estimate
prices and negotiate a firm price for a production run which
could run for 3 to fiv= y=ars. This long laad prediction
requirement forces both parties to bs extremely cautious i.i
those predictions.
The following quote sanmarizes tha key to whether or not
any benefit is realized from the application of ^lYP:
"....It is important to establish that failure to
[
conclude a MYC or iela'£S in its conclusion cannot
result in a windfall or funds available to the DOD '
for other curposes. The secoad purpose is to
ensure that deficit reduction and other budget
Dressures do not imoinas on the long range commit-
ments made under the i^C. MY3 commitments must be
insulated from the amaal scramble for budget year
i
funds. because the savings fron MYC do not occur '
till the last staaes Df tae coniract. This state-
ment is crucial to the success or the failure of
aY?. Once initiate!, a multi-year contract must
be allowed to function until its completion is
achieved or all of tae advantaaes will oe lost and




In ths final analysis, managaisi t judgement is critical
in deciding to use or not to use Myp for a particular acqui-
sition. Deputy Secretary Carlucci issued a list of criteria
in his memorandum concerning MifP policy in the Department of
Defense. The criteria are to be considered ia the context
of a benefit/risk analysis format. The following criteria
were established ' as guidelines for management in DOD:
1. Benefit to the Sovernment - A multiyear procurement
should yield substairial cost avoidance or other
benefits when comoared to conventional annual
contracting methods. MYP strictures with greater
risk to the Government should ismonstrata increased
cost avoidance or other benefits over those with
lower risk. Savings can be dafined as significant
either in terms of iollars or percentage of total
cost.
2. Stability of Reauirament - rhs iiinimum need (e.g.,
inventory or acquisition objeotive) for the produc-
tion item or servioa is axpsctad to remain unchanged
or vary only slightly during che contemplated
contract period m terras of production rat?, fiscal




tability of Funding - rhera should be a reasonable
xpectation that tna program is likely to be funded
t the reauired lava 1' throujnout the contcacc oeriod.
Stable Configuration - The it2.n should be technically
mature, have complated SDTSE (including isvelopment
testing or equivalent) with ralatively faw changes in
item desiqn anticioated and jniarlving tachnoloay
should be 'stable. "This does lot mean that chanaes
will not occur but that the estimated cost of such
changes is not antioipated to irive total costs
beyond the proposed funding profile.
5. Degree of Cost Confidence - Tiiara should be a reason-
able assurance that cost estiaates for both contract
costs and anticipated cost avoidance ara realistic.
estimates should ba based on prior cost history for
the same or similar items or proven cost estimating
technique s.
6. Dearee of Confidence in Contraotor Caoabilitv - Thera
should be confidence that trie ootential contractor (s)
can perform adequately, both in terms of Government
furnished items (material, data, etc.) and their
firm's capabilities. Potential contractors need not
necessarily have previously oroduced the item
[Hef. 21 ].

other criteria have also been aidressed by RADM Ferraro
whan he stated that certain conditions must be present
before application of any 1 YP oontrart:
1. Matars and stable production programs.
2. Non-controversial force level/requirement issues.
3. Significant savings identifisi.
4. Acceptable budget profile, particularly for front-end
burden [ Ref . 9 ]. ,
Ths preceding ccmments effectively summarize thr DOD pointi
of view regarding selectioi criteria to be applied to candi-
dates for MYP. Industry has siniLir criteria, bu- soma
differences are apparent. To sumarize, tha industrial
community's priorities are prsssntsd by Mr. Barry Fromer,
Program Manager for tha C-2 COD aircraft for Grumman
Aerospace Corporation, la his prasaatation on MYP which
includes the following objactives of industry:
1. Establishing a fin long tarn business base, which
includes ths following:
a) Ability to plan the factory
b) Increased certaiity in financial decision making
c) Base to operate from in planning advanced tech-
nology re-investaents
d) Profit in hand at an earlier point in the program
2. Stabilization of tiia work fores
a) Long term hiring plai s
b) Level loading of shop
3. Elimination of yearly budget battle
a) Devote energies to more productive tasks
b) Reduced uncertainty
c) Allows the defense segment of a company to compete
for assets agaiist non-defsnse elements [Ref. 22],
As can be seen, industry a as a stake in which programs are





Mr. Edward Elko in his prBsentation "Mul-i-yaar
Ac5uisition-Industry Visw'* , he states: "k Multi-year
contract cannot make a bad progria good; however, if
misapplied, it can make a good prograa bad" [Raf. 23],
D. CURRENT STATUS OF MfP
As the preceding dis^jssiDn indicates, thece are many
differing viewpoints toward }!YP ani numerous issues -hat
remain tc be resolved. T'l^re is little doubt thi*-. MY? holds
tremendous potential for cost saving if judicioasly applied,
however, there are also risks involved. Currently, the only
statutory authority for MYP is contained in the 1982
Department of Defense Authorization Act which included the
following provisions: 1| MYP may bs used for najor systems
acquisition, 2) advance ? rocureasQ t s may be made to obtain
economic lot prices, 3) cancellation ceilings may include
both recurring and non-recurring costs, U) r.otiif ication to
Congress is reguired foe ceilings ever $100 million.
Additionally, as of the writing of t.iis research paper, the
current restrictions of the full funding policy srill apply
and the fate of House bill H. R. 7'45 is unclear. H.R. 745
was returned to the Housb Armed Services Committee with a
recommendation of further review by designated sub-
coTimittses, which effectively means lo action will be taken,
at least for the 97th Congress.
In DOD, the services have beei informed of which candi-
dates have received approval for MYP application. The Navy
has had four of eight candidates approved for FY 33 as
viable MYP programs [Ref. 19]- Tiey are the TAO flee"-,
oiler, the MK-U6 torpedo, the larine Corp MULE laser
program, and the ?JATO Seasparrow Drdalt kits. The C-2 COD
aircraft was approved as a multi-year contract in FY 32, but
funding was cancelled by the House Appropriations Committee
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for FY 83. Sabsaqucntly the SenatB reinstated the funding
for FY 83 and informed soarces f3aL the reinstatement will
not be contested by ths Souse [Rsf. 2U]. AIbd, all th=
services have forwarded to the Saccatary of Defense their
MYP candidates for FY 84.
The current attitude whicti exists toward HYP at this
tine is one of enthusiasa and anti::;ipation on the part of
DOD , and one of doubt ani serious misgivings oi ths part of
Congress, specifically tia House Aned Servicas Committee.
The main point of contention seams to be tha fact that
expanded use of MYP will reduce aad decrease the amount of
discretionary funds over which ttia committee ::an exercisa
its authority. More of tie DOD baiget will be:::ome "uncon-
trollable" and pre-detem ined. Et remains to be seen
wha-cher MY? can weather rha storm and realize its potential.
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III. PRESENIirrON II THE SgSVEY DATA
A. INTEODOCTION
As a result of changes in the CDnplexity of weapons, and
an uns-able economic bq virDnment, bo-h industry and
Go/ernment have been loDking fDr a better way of contraci-.ing
for goods and services. Annual coitracting as a method of
prDCuring large, complax, and extramely expensive weapons
systems, has proven to be part of ths problem, rather than
the solution. As stated by RDbert \. Fuhrman, Lockheed's
Board Chairman, "single-year contracting is the biggest
single problem we see in the defense business" [Ref. 25:45
G-I ]. Additionally, tas full finding policy addressed
earlier prohibits contracting for nDre end items than can b=
purchased with available funds. Ttie law and official policy
coupled with existing fiszal ::onstra in. ts and annual funding
ha/e effectively limitei systems acquisition to annual
prDCurement. A^ a rasalt of the problems plaguing the
acquisition process, and the many rules and regulations
involved which have acted to limit contracting into a single
year mode, many procursiient peopLa from all levels of
industry and _gcvernfflent iave coae out in favor of the
expanded use of multi-yBar contracting. As discussed
earlier, there are numerous advantages accorded to the
implementation of HYP. minimal rssaarch, howa/er, has been
accomplished which measures the impact of those benefits
below the prime contractor level. A review of the litera-
ture confirms the fact that ths majority of the research has
been aimed at measuring tha impact of MY? on prime contrac-
tors and large corporations involved in the defanse market.
Very little has been arcomplishai with ragari to the
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subcontractor level, and no effort has been undertaken in
assessing the impact of MY? on sibcontractDrs. In an
artempt to fill part Df this void, this survey of
subcontractors was undertaken.
B. SURVEY BACKGEOOND
This survey was intenied to istsrmine how some of the
subcontractors involved ii two lajor aircraft production
programs feel 'Al'P would affect the way they do business, ani
wh9"::her or not seme of th= benefits iocrued by the prime as
a result of MY?, have bsaa passed Dn to the sibcontractors
involved. SubcontractDrs in the Air Force's F-16 program
and the'Navy's C-2 COD program wera mailed section three of
tha survey, which asked them to compare two diffarant situ-
ations. One situation utilizing annjal contracting methods,
and the other HYP contracting me-chois. Each company that
responded was then contacted by phcaa and askad to respond
to the questions in sections one aii two which dealt with
denographics of the indiviiual, th= firm and tha conceptual
benefits of J1YP respectively,
A copy of the survey is containei in Appendix (A). The
quastionnaires were sent to forty-seven subcontractors
involved in the two prograns cited above. The names of the
conpanies which were mailed surveys are listed in Appendix
(B) .
Because ther^ are many subcontrict ors involved in enum-
erable programs sponsored by DDD, tlie size of the firm was
not a factor in determiniig the recipients of the survey.
In order to elicit the respondents' honest ani candid
responses, they were informed that ill responses were non-
attributable, a r.d no meaas of deternining the individuals
company were included in the luestionnaire. Since all the
questions were quantifiaoLe in nature, all responses were
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analyzed by using a frequeacy distribution o'r an arithmeti:r
average cf the responses. Any opiaions offered as amplif-
yiig data are included in the conclusions sec-i^n of Chapter
Five.
C. SURVEY RESPONSES
Of the forty-sevea sjrveys mailed, thirty-one were
returned or completed tel9phonicaliy (a return rata of 66%).
Du5 to the controversial nature of some of the questions,
many respondents also provided opir.iDas and personal experi-
ences to explain their answers. TiBse are included in the
analysis whenever possibla.
1 . Dem ograg* hie Data
The first eleven gjestiDns rfsre developed to estab-
lish the background of th9 individual answering the
questionnaire, and a profile of th= company for 'rfhich he/she
works
.
Question 1: ;^ hich answer below best describes
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Seventy- one percent of ths respondents wera in the
area of Contrac±s/Purch3.5 ing, with twelve percent in
Material, and twelve percent in Marketing. The majority of
the firms contacted had ao separate contracts department.
The contracting function was almost always included within
another department or was a divisiDn of a functional area.
The head of contracts was almost always a niddle manager
vice executive.
To provide a base from which to determine the expe-
rience level of the respoiients, each was asked to indicate
the number of years in their preseit position, and the
number of years they had been employed by their firm.
Those who had beea in their present position five to
twelve years constituted 51.6% of the responses, while those
with from one to four years represeated 29^. The results
are shown in Table I.
TABLB I











<1 year 3 9. 7 9,7
1-4 years 9 29.3 38.7
5-8 years 8 25.8 6a.
5
9-12 years 8 25. 3 90.3
13-17 years 2 6. 5 96.3





In Table II, tia results of questiDn four are
presented. The majority of the respondents had worked for
their firm for over 15 years, with 32,3% being employed for
over 25 years by the same firm.
PABLE II









3u = ncy (%)
3 emulative
Frequency {%)
<5 years 6 19.
U
19, t*
5-10 years 4 12.9 32.3
10-15 years 4 12.9 U5,2
15-20 years 2 5.5 51.6
20-25 years 5 13, 1 67,7
>25 years 10 32.3 100
TOTAL 31 100
As is evidenced by the -wo tables presented, the
experience level of the iidiviiuals answering the survey was
on rhe average very high. The typical respoaaent. had 18
years with his firm aad 3 years ii his present position.
This is a very significant experiep.ce level from which to
draw information concerning any type of contracting
procedures.
Questions five and six dealt wizh whether or not the
firm concerned had ever dsalt with a prime contractor befor^
who was involved in a major defense con-ract, aad if so, for
how many years. All of the respondents had dealt with a
prime en a major defense contract previously, and on the
average for over 15 years.
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Question seven asted what Dsrcentage of the firms
business was government or D03 rslited. A faw companies
regarded this as confiisatial infDriaticn and as a result,
were excluded entirely from the final analysis. However,
54.8% of the firms which iid respond, experienced a 50 zo 75
percent level of governineat or defeise work, with an addi-
tional 16.1 percent having 75 to 19D percent government or
DOO related business.
Question eighx pertained to the individual's experi-
ence in being involved in. the defense industry, or being
employed by a firm that dealt with the Department of
Defense. As was the case *ith questions three and four, the
individual averaged over 23 years experience in the
business.
Question 9 dealt with the activities which took up
the mosT time of the respondents. This question was aimed
at determining whether or not the governirent or the prime
was occupying a majority of the riae of employees directly
involved in defense contracts. The activities which
consumed the most time were meetings with priae con-ractor
representat ives
,
planning, and sapervising. Table III
summarizes the data.
The last two demographic questions asked whether t.he
individual cr x he firm, at whici he/she was currently
employed, had ever dealt with a prine involved in a multi-
year contract. The results were, 33,^ of the firms had been
involved in a multi-year environment before, and 58^ of the
individuals had personally dealt with a multi-year contract
before.
To draw a composite of the individual and the firm
in which he/she was employed, t.he following characteristics
would be present: The oecson would have on the average of 8




Activities Hhicti Consume the Host Tiae
Response Absoluta Relativs Caaulative
Frequeary Freqa = ncy(%) Frequency (%)
Supervising 7 22.5 22.6
Planning 13 '4^.^ 64.5
Mting with 3 9.7 7U.2
Govt Reps




present firm, be a middle miniger in contracts or
purchasing, employed in a firm virh ^ver 15 years of experi-
ence dealing in the iefsnse industry, with 50% of its
business defense related, md aave hai dealt ia a multi-year
contracting environment previously.
2- Ccnce2.iual Benefits of Multi-Year Procure a en t
Section two of the survey cDQcerned the conceptual
benefits related to multi-year proour eaent , and their poten-
tial impact on the indiviiual fira. All of the questions
were based on the foliotfing preniee: Impleientat ion of
multi-year procurement at the prime contractoc level will
have the following impac" on my firm. Each question had
three possible responses; Agree, Disagree, or No Opinion,
and all related to the perceived benefits of MYP.
All of "^.he questions, except one, resulted in a
substanial number of affirmative responses. Some percent-
ages were higher than others, but D7=rall, every respondent
agreed that the benefits which wouli accrue to the priiie




Questions 12, 14, and 15 dealt with cost reduction
potential in the areas of unit cost, contract administra-
tion, and direct labor.
Question 12: Will reduce average unit cost
over the life of a program
Question 14: will rsdice contract
administration costs
Question 15: Will result in reduced
labor costs.
Question 12 ea joyed an 87.1% positive response
rating, with questions 14 and 15 at 51.6 and 57.7% respec-
tively. Most respondents felt that )iy? would in fact reduce
costs in these areas, with two caveats iavoivsd: 1)
Finished goods would be shipped to the prime upon comple-
tion, and 2) No inventory would be aocjmulated. A majority
of the firms felt that ioldiag ml inventory costs would
adversely affect the iipact of advaice buys aad economical
production runs. This opinion was held priaarily by the
smaller subcontractors, wtio felt the prime should be respon-
sible fcr storing and holding finished goods until they were
needed. Table IV summarizes the data from these three
guest ions.
Question 16 aslcea if an iicrease in productivity
would result, and 30.6''5 of the respondents felt it would,
with 12.9% disagreeing. The majority of the respondents
felt that the stability create! by being able to buy in SOQ
quantities and the ability to plan long range and being able
to keep the most economical production run functioning at







Response-Ql2 Absoluts Ralatl/s ^jmulative
Frequeac/ Freqjiaicy (%) Frequency (?i)
Disagree 2 6,5 6.5
Nc opinion 2 6.5 12.9











Agree 2 1 67.7 100
8 25.3 25.3
2 6,3 32.3
Questions 17 and 13 dealt wich the question of work-
force and manpower s-abilizat ion.
Question 17: Will stabilize your workforce.
Oues-iiion 18: Will stabilize your producxion
[naipower iDaiing requirements.
An average of 92^ of the responses iadicated tha-
both areas would be stabilized as a result of MY?. This
would occur primarily because of tie abili-y to plan the
factory and the potential of bencer long-range planning
possibilities.
The only question concerning the concepcaal benefits
of .1YP which received a cather mixei, luke warm reception
wa= question number 20, waich asked if MYP's implementatioa
would result in *:he fin competing for more defense related
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business. As shown in rible i, opiiions wers split between
agree and disagree. The reason for this distribution most
often encountered was that the fim already had all the
defense business it want2i, i.e., a conscioas corporate
decision; the firm enjoysl the cuccen-c percentage level of
defense business; or the fact that it was hard to improve on
a 90% or 95% level of D3D related business which the company
currently enjoyed. Tabla .V, presents in detail the break-
down of the data
.
TABLE V

























The last two questions in tais section dealt with
the modernization of Drodu::tioQ capairity and capability, and
whether or not the surge capability Df production during an
emergency situation wouli increase. Of the responses
received, 5U.8% felt that their firms would be willing to
improve their production capacity as a result Df MY?, with
29-;j disagreeing. In regard to surge capability, most people
felt th. would increase, but that this would be a func-
tion of the amount of advanced buys financed by the priiie,
and not totally because of MY?.
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Across the board, evsry rsspor.dent fait that tha
benefits accrued by the prime would, in one form or another,
favorably impact his fin. This is evidence that most
subcontractors in the aircraft industry perceive a tricicle
down effect of potential bsnefits frDin the prioae as a result
of implementation of MYP.
3. Situational Analysis
Section three of tie questiomaire asked the respon-
dent to compare two sitaations coacerned with a lengthy
production run and contract. situation one cDQsisted of a
prime involved in a iDnJ-tem proluction pcogram with a
particular service which had an estimated eight year life,
with annual contracting procedures tD be utilized for the
remaining production years. This environment was to be
compared to situation two, which was to be conducted under
multi-year procedures with the following provisions: 1) a
five year contract life, 2) the pcime would be reimbursed
for materials purchased for ase ud to two years in the
future, 3) the cancellation ceiling had provisions to
inolude non-recurring costs , and U| the contract awarded to
the prime was FPI (Fixed Price Incentive). The respondents
were asked to compare situation two to situation one, and in
their opinion estimate tns percentage change for each cost
in/olved which they think w ouli rasult. This approach was
taken in order -o force tiia respondent to appl/ his percep-
tions of both annual and 'i'i? to a specific situation, given
only a few parameters. This saction proviied the most
enthusiasm and controversy and was iasigned as the heart of
tha research effort. Tha fundamental goal of the author's
research was to be abla to compare ttie cost impact of -wo
different contracting methods which were in practice today.
As stated previously, MYP in order to succeed, must be able
to show substantial cost savings in both material and labor.
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A primary objective in toiay's econ^nic anviroament is more
bang for the buck. Ttie ability tD buy more with a fixei
level of funding is the ultimate joal of rhs government
contracting officer. The !cey to whether MYP lives, or dies,
is going to be its abilit/ to save money, reducs costs, and
stretch the DOD procurement dollar. To this and, section
three attempted to soiic;it the opinions of the various
subcontractors involved.
The first five qasstions iealt with tiie percentage
of cost increase or decrease in tha production phase of the
manufacturing process, a:id the iiipact on aiministration
costs for the two methods being conparsd. The initial fiva
qusstions contained the saae possible responses as question
22, which is presented below.
Question 2 2: Direct labor cost per unit produced?
a. Sraater than 33^5 increase
b. 20 to 3D% i:i::r3ase
c. 5 tD 15)5 incraase
d. No change
e. 5 tD 15:5 de^raase
f. 20 to 30% dacraase
g. 3raat6r than 3d% decreasa
As can be seen, Suestion 22 asked whather or not
Direct Labor costs per init prodicad would decrease or
increase over the life of che progran. The maJDrity of th?
respondents, (77,U'^), fait that at Laast a 5 co 15 percent
reduction would result. However, six contractDus, or 19.3%
felt that there would be no changa or even an increase in
labor costs. The reason u ost oftan given for the reduction
was the lenath of the pcd duct ion run, and the resul-ing
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stability created by a firm, long tarin commitment both by
DOD and the prime.
Question 23 pertained to manaf acturing overhead cost
per unit produced. The results wers a 71.0% response which
stated a 5 to 15 percent decrease ia overall costs would be
achieved. All of ^he contractors who responded felt that
overhead was the most difficult cost to pin down and there-
fore to accurately estimate. It is the one area in which
the largest "grey" area exists. A5 a result, most said yes,
a reduction would occur, but hedgai as to the degree and
picked 5 to 15% primarily because it was the lowest
reduction response availatale.
Question 24 dealt with the area of contract adminis-
tration costs. This was the only question which did not
receive a positive majority. In fict, 6ii.S% stated there
would be no change in the 30sts associated with the adrainis-
traxion of an WYP contract., compared to the administration
of an annual buy. The main reason given was the increased
level of reporting require!, and t.i9 fact that General and
Adninistrative expenses are fairly fixed and would not be
totally avoided no matter what the nethcd utilized. Table
VI summarizes the results of question 24.
Questions 25 and 25 dealt directly with the produc-
tion aspects of the contract and were aimed at identifying
the impact of MYP on tlie material and assembly costs
incurred in association with the set-up and production line
costs. As presented by Captain Berjans and Captain Zlbroch,
of the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Sase, ii their thesis project,
which concentrated on priae oontraotors, this particular
area revealed where the most significant cost savings couli
be realized. One of the goals of this research was to





Response Absolate Relihive Cumulative
Fre^UBicy Frsiisncy C?) Frequency (%)
5-15% increase 2 6.5 6.5
No change 20 54. 5 71.0
5-15% decrease 6 19. !l 90.3
20-30^ dscrsase 1 3.2 93.5
<30% decrease 2 6.5 100
TOTAL 31 1D0
. i
the subcontractor level lad to what ax-^ent, if any, MYP
impacted the material aspact of tha ::Dntract. As was the
case with the AFIT thesis project, all but one of -ha
subcontractors interviewed agreed that the most substantial
savings would be realized in this araa. Howsvai:, in regard
to set-up and production line ::35t3, the degree to which iHY?
would be a factor was much less. lost fait that there would
be little or no change in the costs of the initial set-up,
and even less of a savings en the production line irself.
The results of these two questions are presented in Tabla
VII.
During the hearings on the capability of the defense
industrial base, one of the main oonoerns addrassed was tha
inability of first and saoond tier si bcontractors to pick up
production on short notioa . Tha problem is aggravated by
tha fact that many subcontractors have left the defense
market, or have reduced capacity in the face of an unstable
economy [ Ref . 5]. The prasidant of 3ughes Aircraft Company,
in a letter to RADM Ferraro, noted that an increased surge




Material and ProductiDn Line Costs
Response-Q25 Absoaliite RelitLvs Cumulative
Frequency Fr63uency(%) Frequency (%)
5-15% increase 1 3.2 3.2
No change 1 3.2 6.5
5-15% decrease 27 87.1 93.5
20-30fo cecrease 2 6.5 100
Response-Q26
No change 12 38.7 38.7
5-15% decrease 15 48.4 87.1
20-30% decrease 3 9.7 96.8
<30% decrease 1 3.2 100
J
ability to rapidly enter into a surgs or mobilization condi-
tion in the second year i= enhanced | Ref . 13]. Questions 27
and 28 were developed to i^terniine whether or aot the surge
capacity at the subcontractor levaL was in fact affected
either positively or negatively, and whether or aot the time
involved to reach an increased production rate would be
decreased. Question 27 asked whsther the surge capacity
would be increased. Thers was sdhis uneasiness on the part
of some respondents, primarily iua to the fact that tha
increase in surge capability would bs directly proportional
zo the amount of advance buys possible, and trie amount of
long lead i-ems on hand at the tiae. The responses ranged
from greater than a 30^ increase tD a greater than a 30%
decrease, with tha majority ia th= 5 to 15% increase range.
On the ether hand, the responses to Question 23 reveal that
the respondents were a bit mors positive that the time
aspect would be reduced. The majDcity of the respondents
felt that a 10 to 20% decrease in ths time required to surg?
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from a peacetime to a wartime production rate would result.
Th2 results to questions 27 and 28 are presented in Tab-le
7III.
riBLE 7III
Increased Surge Capacity and Production Rate
R€spor.se-Q27 Absolut? Relitiva Caaulativs j
Freqaei::y Fregiancy(%) Frequency C^) j
>30% increase 2 6.5 6.5
20-30f, increase 2 6.5 12.9
5-15% increase 17 54.3 67.7




5- 15fo decrease 3 9.7 96.8
>30% decrease 1 3.2 100
Respcnse-Q28
10-15^ decrease 18 58.1 58.1
15-20'^ decrease 5 16.1 74.2
20-25^ decrease 3 9.7 33.9
25-30fo decrease 1 3.2 87.1
30-35^ decrease 2 6.5 93.5
35-405. decrease 2 6.5 100
1
Questions 29 and 30 were prasanted in an attempt to
ascertain if there is a tandency on the part of subcontrac-
tors to avoid long-tern projects or programs. Tha
overwhelming response from the raspondents waa that most
companies prefer a Icng-tarm progran with a stable, long-
term commixment, especially in the present environment of a
prolonged recession and an unstabla [narket. As a result
93.5% cf the respondents disagread with the notion xhat
their companies would not competa for a contract based on
the premise that it would antail a Long production run with
an anticipation cf a low profit margin. Most of the compa-
nias involved would accapt a lower profit if a stable, long
term commitment could be realized. Along the same lines,
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Question 30 asked if the firm involvai would ::lioos6 not to
coaipete for 3. contract wita a long production run because of
being locked into a long-term project. Of the companies
interviewed, 93.5/; disagreed, on tha basis of preferring a
long-term project with tha resultant stabilizing effect on
production, the workforos, and the factories workload. Th=
majority of the contractors responding to these two ques-
tions felt that workload leveling, in.5. smoothing out of the
peaks and valleys of production volaae would be an incentive
to engaging in a long-ten project.
The question of constraints to an increased surge
capacity were addressed in questions 31 and 32. Question 31
asked whether material woild be a lajor or minor constraint
to an emergency productioQ surge, aid question 32 addressed
the issue from the direct labor aspect. 3f the firms
responding, 33-9% felt that mateirial would be a major
constraint, and 90.3% f3lt that direct labor would be a
minor constraint. The crux of the rna-cter seeas to be the
increased lead times now baing encountered for a majority cf
the raw materials required in aircraft production. Certain
raw materials such as uit.anium, hav5 lead tiines approaching
a year, and seme forgings and special tooling require 10-12
fflcat.hs lead time. These time fraaes place a tremendous
burden on the production aid assembly processes involved in
the aircraft industry. As a result, the volume of raw
materials on hand and their availability would pose a very
serious problem in increasing a pcDijc-ion line rate. On
the other hand, 90.3% felt that ilrecx laboc would be a
miaor constraint and woald nor pose a major threat, to slop-
ping an increase in productioQ. The high rate of
unemployment is the major factor. lie lack of experience of
the workforce at large, however, was mentioned as a
significant factor in the overall laaor picture.
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As mentioned previDusly in Chapter II, the ability
to buy in advance and in EDQ quantities, is one of the major
advantages related to the expanded use of MYP. Question 33
was presented in an attempt to quantify the amount of
material which, in the opinions of tie respondents, could be
purchased as advanced bays. The question provided four
responses, which established specific percentages which they
felt could apply. The oerceatages were; a) 10-25%, b)
25-50%, c) 50-75^, and d} 75-90%. All of the respondents
feit that a percentage of the matecials involved could be
bought in advance, but tiat the level of advanced procure-
ment would be based on the fuaiing provided by the
government and the prime. The results of question 33 are
presented in Table IX.
TABLE IX
Percentage of Material Purchase! as Advanced Buys
Response Absolute Relative Canulative j
Frequea:;y Freqi ency (??) Frequency (?5) |
10-25fo 16 51.5 51,6 |25-50'^ 10 32.3 83-9 I
50-75r. 4 12.9 96.8
75-90f: 1 3.2 100 I
The last two questions of the survey were inserted
in an attempt ^o determine the contractors willingness tD
invesx in productivity enhancements and to raise the tech-
nology level of his production facilities to the state of
the art. The results were as folloifs: Question 3U, 87. 17o
agreed that they would be willing to invesx in productivity
enhancements and equipment, and 9,7% had no opinion. To
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qusstion 35, 74.2% agresi that their firm would raise its
technology level to the state of ttie art and 16.1% said,
they would not, primarily because they thought they were
already there.
D. SOHMART
The main focus of this chapter aas been to reflect the
major opinions of subcontractors ragiriing the impact of MYP
on their firm. This was accomplished by examining the
responses made by subcontractors in the aircraft production
industry to a questionnaire prepare! by Air Force Captains
Steve Berjans and Larry Eibroch, and nodified by the author.
The questionnaire sought to express subcontractor opinion on
various aspects of MP and its potential iapact. The
responses to each of t.he sirvey questions, where applicable,
were summarized in tables or in narrative form.
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IV. PRINCIPAL FINDIHGSr sONCLtJSIONS , AND RECOaHEMDATIONS
A. FINDINGS AND CONCLOSIONS
Th€ objective of this study was to contribate accurate
data reflecting various subcontra::tDrs opiaiDns on the
impact of multi-year procurement. The principal findings
and conclusions were derived from opinions received during
personal interviews and the questionnaire response data
discussed in the previous chapter:
1. In general, the subcontractors interviewed, perceived
a fall-out of the banefits accrued by the prime in a
multi-year contcarting environment. All of th=
contractors who responded to tas survey sxpressed the
opinion that their fin would realize some form of
benefit from the implementati Dn of »1YP at the prims
contractor level. Th= main points of disagreement
were: how much would actually flow down to the
contractor, which areas would be affected the most,
and the impact on overall oost reductioi. To date,
most of the contractors hava f^lt a reluctance on the
part of the primes to complstely relax and let MY?
take its course. There ssens to be a wait and see
attitude on the part of the primes in relation to
Congressional action on recsnt DOD initiatives in the
MY? arena, (i.e.: H.R. 1H5, the FY 83 DOD
Authorizations Bill, and Congressional committee
action on DOD»s ?Y 34 .^YP caniidate list).
2. The area of greatest potential savings was felt to be y
in the purchase of EOQ quantities of material.
Across the board, each oDitractor exoressed the
a?

opinion that ths tna jority Df savings woald be real-
ized in the purchase of material in advance, at now
year prices, and in large quantities. The degree tD
which this would b? a factor, is ccntingsnt upon ths
level of funding allotted to the front-end of the
contract for advanca d procursaant of long lead items
and raw materials. The kiy is to hava ths primes'
investment covered by either the cancellation ceiling
or funded in the termination liability.
3. MTP is regarded as a partial solution to slowing the
erosion of the iefense industrial base by both
industry and DOD. This will be accomplished prima-
rily by encouraging both priaes and subcontractors
to, a) invest ii state of the art equipment, b|
expand their business base, aad c) encourage compa-
nies ro enter the iefetise narlcetplace for the first
time. These three results of the expanded applica-
tion of MYP were voiced unanimously by both
government and industry ali'ce.
U. In nearly all instances, contractors involved in the
defense industry endorse )iyp concepts primarily
because of the poten ti al post savings , and the
increased stability achieve! in long-term commit-
,-.-™lJiILLS;;___^ In order to substantiate the cost savings
possible under !1Y? as oppose! to annual contracting
methods, one of the primes involved in the study
requested three proposals from its subcontractors.
One proposal based on annual contracting procedures,
one proposal based oq MTP procedures, and one
proposal based on the aost economical and efficient
production rate and purchasing possible. This proce-
dure was endorsed by all of the subcontractors
involved primarily because tae savings were readily




more than one year *6re established up front, and tha
prime now had firm pri::;ing lata upon which to base
its proposal. This approach thus enhan^as the entira
program by avoiding price fluctuations on critical
materials, and stabilizing purchasing, scheduling,
and deliveries of raw materials.
5. The laws and regulations regarding ths use of MY?
must be changed. This opinion was voicad by every
contractor interviawed, ani most specified tha
following areas in which cha^ja is required iinmedi-
ately: a) Tha cancellation ceiling should ba
increased to rsalisti; lavals for jiajor systems
acquisitions. This has baap. alleviated to soma
extent by the passage of tha DOD ?Y 82 Defense
Appropriations Act, which raised the ceiling to 10D
million and requires Congressional approval on a case
by case basis for any conirictor request exceeding
that amount. b) Include recurring costs in tha
cancellation ceilinj. c) Increase the level of prog-
ress payments authorized. Phase last two points were
regarded as crucial and must be accompanied by the
increased cancellation oeiliij.
6. A majority of tha contractors felt that, as a result
of implementation of MYP, the surge capacity would be
enhanced, but wouLi depend largely on the amount of
advnced buys funded and the lead times involved. One
contractor specified that the surge capacity would
increase most significantly in the seco:ii and third
years. Additionally, the tiae it would take to surge
from a peacetime production cata to a wartime produc-
tion rate would be greatly reduced. One California
firm stated that a 5 0% decrease in the time required
to gear up to top capacity rfOild result. Most of the
respondents felt that a reduction in the time
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required to rsacti wartime productioa would be
decreased 5 to 15 percent at least.
7. The most significait findiag was not a/sn addressed
in the survey itself but was voiced in one form or
another by every firm interviewed. This was the
issue of overall awareness 3f the multi-year funding
and contr acting process i n gaaera l. MDst buyers at
the subcontractor Level are not familiar with nhs
fundamental requiraaents and procedures involved in
executing a multi-year CDntract. Dne executive
stated that he was the only one in the company who
knew enough about :i YP to Q = ;otiate a oontrac-c with
the prime. This lad placed a tremendous administra-
tive burden on himself anl the company. Most
contractors believ=d that tha primary reasons for
-^his situation wer = : a) ths short time in which MY?
has been in existence a.i d b = = i utilized to iats, b) i
lack of commitment by DOD to MY? proceiares, c) a
lack of formal trailing in MY? procedures by both DOO
and industry, and i) a wait and see attitude on tns
part of industry concerning the futare of MYP.
Several respondents fait that they perceived an
atmosphere of hesitation and serious misgivings on
the part of Congress as tiia root caase of tha
problem. In any ::ase, most of the contractors felt
that too much had happened, too fast, in regard to
the implementation of MYP. Industry is waiting ani
watching for a change in tia attitude of DOD ani
Congress pertaining to .lYP. [Jntil this occurs, tha
defense contractor will not nake a major investment




1. DOD should reviaw the goals and objectives of MY?,
and determine what priority it should have in rela-
tion to other DOO policiis. DOD nasds to give
industry and Congrass, a clear signal as to where it
stands on the future use of fl?P. If the priority is
present, then a fDrmal training prograi should be
initiated by the Dffice of T'la Secretary of Defense
(OSD) . Th3 partici? atiDn Df 33D is critical, because
the apparent interest by ODD leadership makes the
importance of such a move i clear signal to both
industry* and Congress. Without this sign of a
commitment from DOO, ths wait and see attitude on ths
part of industry rfill contime, and ZDngressional
reluctance and hssitation will deepen.
2. DOD should lend its support and influen-2 to legisla-
tion concerning ?1YP. The establishment Df a body of
law specifically addressing 1YP is a basic require-
ment to its succsss and growti. This would create a
formal, concrete fDindation upon which th= industrial
marketplace could depend. The resultant stability
would enhance the transitlDn Df HYP into the fore-
front of the DOD aoguisition process,
3. It is recommended that further research be conducted
in regard to othsr industries, such as shipbuilding,
tc determine the inpact of :i?? on the subcontractors
involved. Iz is olear that tha aircraft industry i=
receiving benefits from ths implementation of MYP,
but further study is required of other industries and
different levels of tha suboontractor oommunity to
ascertain the extent to whioh MY? has affected their
business. Much moce raseacch is needed at the lower
levels, which would include the smallsr firms which
supply the first aii seoond tiar subcontractors.
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4. Although the survsy did nDt directly addrsss this
issue, the author recoimends that a liilc be created
between the MYP acqiisition process and the Planning,
Programing and Baigeting S/stem (PPBS) , currently
utilized in budget formulation. This would add
stability by avoiding soia of the last minute
slashing and infigating now the case in finalizing
the President's buiget submission to Coagrass. There
must be an interface between >ih.3.z is contained in the
Five Ysar Defeas= Plan (FIDP), the President's
budget, the DOD \i thorizati^ns bill, and what the
Army, Navy, or Air Force actually want to buy and
when they want tD have it operational.
5. DOD should pursue the approval of legislation now in
committee, H.R. 7'4 5, whi^h 95tablishe3 new thresh-
olds and realistic limiratiDis on the use of MYP.
Specifically, the follDwing arsas should be consid-
ered as minimum: a) psrinaasntly raise the lijiit on
the cancellation calling, b) raise the level of prog-
ress paymen-s, c» include recurring ros'is in "ha
cancellation ceiling, di incorporate a sorcial profit
factor for MYP contracts to recognize the increased
risks involved in some cases. These changes should
be aimed at helpiag some of ih= smaller subcontrac-
tors who are continually fueling tie pinch of
inflation and zha high cacr/ing costs of inventory
and assets. These smaller conpanies must borrow at a
higher rate of intacest than prime con-ractors due to
-heir less prefersatial financial position. They
have fewer financial resDurcss available and must
turn over their assets mors frequently and reduce
debt ratios to avoid the high cost of capital. If
the defense indusirial bass is -o be irebuilt and
strengthened, tha "litile guys" will have ~o be
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This section is primarily concarasd with yoar background
and experience, and your firms history in dealing with a
prime involved in a defense contract.
1. Which answer below best describes your area of
responibilit y in the firm
a. Materials Managec 2. Program Manager
b. Financial Management f. Marketing
c'. Conxracts/Purchasing
d. Engineering/R S D





3. For how many years have /ou oeen in your present, posi-
tion?
a. less -han 1 year e. 13 to 17 years
b. 1 to U years f. 18 to 25 years
c. 5 to 3 years g. over 25 years
d. 9 to 12 years
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4. How many years have yDi besn enpLoysd by yoar firm?
a. less than 5 years e- 20 to 25 years
b. 5 to 10 years f. ovar 25 years
c. 10 to 15 years
d. 15 to 20 years
5. Has your firm ever dealt with a prime con-cractor on a
major defense contract before?
a. yes b.no
6. If so, for how many years has yoar firm acted in this
capacity?
a. less than 5 years c. 10 to 15 years
b, 5 to 10 years d. over 15 years
7. What percentage of yoir firms basiQess is government
or DOD related?
a. less than 10% d. 50 to 75%
b. 10 to 25^0 e. 75 to lOOf.
c. 25 to 50«'o
8. How many years have yoi personnaLly been involved in
the defense industry or held a position in a firm
dealing with the dafeise iadustr^?
a. less than 5 years d. 15 to 20 years
b. 5 to 10 years e. 20 to 25 years
c. 10 to 15 years f. over 25 years
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9. In your current position, which of the follDwing
activities consumes th2 most tims?
a. Supervising
b. Planning
c. Meetings with Government Reps.
d. Meetings with Prima ContractDc Reps.
e. Budgeting
10. Has your firm ever dealt with a Prime involved in a
multi-year contract before?
a. yes b . no
11. Have you ever dealt with a Prime involved in a multi-
year contract before?
a. yes b. no
B. SECTION II
The following questions relats to tha conceptual
benefits related to multi-/ear prociur r menr , and their impact
on youi firm. Please selsct tie response that best
describes your firms experience i.i this area. All of the
questions are based on the following premise:
Implementation of multi-year procirrment at the prime
contractor level will have the lollDrfing impact on my firm:
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In this section, you are isk.ei to compare the impact of
multi-year contracting to annual contracting. Ml the ques-
tions will be based on ths situations described below.
Situation I: Your firm is a sabcontractor to a Prime
engaged in a long term production program rfith the Air
Force/Navy. The particular ssrvice involvad astimates
another eight years of production Ufa. You anticipate that
annual contracting will bs used for ttis remaining production
years.
Situation II: The sasiB situatioa as in I exists, excep-^
that the Air Force/Navy h.is offered the Prime a multi-year
contract with the following provisions; a five year
contract. Air Force/Navy will reimburse the Priae for mater-
ials purchased for use up to two years in the future, the
cancellation ceiling has provisions to cover lon-recurring
costs, and the contract awarded is F?I.
The responses below represent percentage changes for
each type of cost involved. Based on the situations
presented above please estimate tne zost impact that would
result in comparing Situation II (MYP) to Situation I
(annual buy) .

22. Direct labor cost psr unit produrad?
a. Greater than 30% ia-rease.
b. 20 to 30% increase
c. 5 to 15^ increase
d. No change
5. 5 to ^5% decrease
f. 20 to 3DX decrease
g. Greater than 30%
decrease
23. Manufacturing overhead cost per init?
a. Greater than 30% ii^rease
b. 20 to 30% increase
c. 5 to 15% increase
d. No change
e. 5 to 15.? decrease
f. 20 to 30% decrease
g. Greater than 30%
decrease
2U. Contract administration costs?
a. Greater than 30% increase
b. 20 to 30% increase
c. 5 to 15% incrsasa
d. No change
a. 5 to 15% decrease
f. 20 to 33% decrease
g. Greater than 30%
decrease
25. Material and assembly rost per aiit?
a. Greater than 30% ii^rease
b. 20 to 30% increase
c. 5 to 15% increase
d. No change
e. 5 "^ o 15% decrease
f. 20 to 30% decrease
g. Greater than 30%
decrease
26. Set up and production line costs?
a. Greater than 30% ia^rease
b. 20 to 30% increase
c. 5 to 15% increase
d. No change
3. 5 to 15% decrease
f. 20 to 30% decrease
g. Greater than 30%
decrease

27, Increased surge capacity?
a. Greater than 30% ii::rea3e s. 5 to 15^5 decrease
b. 20 to 30% increase f. 20 to 30 decrease
c. -5 to 15% increase g. Greater than 30%
d. No change decreass
28. In comparing Situation II to Sitiition I, the time it
would take tc surge from a peacetime to a wartime pro-
duction ra-e would be decreased?
a. 10 to 15% d. 25 to 30%
b. 15 to 20% e. 30 to 35%
c. 20 to 25% f. 35 to U0%
29. Your firm would not conpet,= for i subcontract involving





30. Your firm would choDss not to conpete for a subcontract
involving a long prDdartion run because of being locked






31. How much of a constraiit would material be in an
emergency production surge?
a. A minor constraint
b. No factor
c. A major constraint
32. How much of a constraint wDuld direct labor be in an
emergency production sarge?
a. A minor constraint
b. Nc factor
c. A major constraint
33. What percentage of tnatariai coali be purchased as
advanced buys?
a. 10 to 25%
b. 25 to 50%
c. 50 to 75%
d. 75 to 90^





35. Your firm would raise -he techol^gy level of its pro-
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Fiscal Year Funding - iDtal funding provided from one
Dctober to the next, to cover rsguirements for all
program years.
2, Program Year Funding - Sum of all advanced puocure-
nent funding and instaat year Idk leeded to produce
final product deliveries.
3. -iulti-Year Advanced PrDCurement Funding - Funding
required to cover long lead it^is plus economic
ordering quantities.
U. Termination Liability - ObligatiDns resulting from
:;ommittnients made by coitra::tors and subcontractors
that will be incurred should termination occur.
5. Cancellation Ceiling - Unfaiied Termination
Liability.
6. Full Funding - Full coverage to the teriination
liability ourve.
7. Total Obligation Authority (TOA| - Total funding
authority for a given fiscal year (advanced procura-
lent + instant year end itemi ,
8. Advance Procurement - An exception allowed by DOD
Directive 7200. U to Annual Funiing which allows
procurement of long leaitime components in advance of
the fiscal year in whi^h the end item is procured.
(Currently made only for reasons of leadtime and
usually limited to one / = ar).
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9. Buy-in - Acceptance by a contra-tDr of an abaormally
Low profit factor on ai initial award to ansure a
win. (With aspirations of mors rsasonabls profit
factors on subsequent follow-on procurements of the
same system)
.
10. Cancellation - Applies solely to milti-year contracts
and is not synonoaious with termination. It is the
right of the Government to iiscontinue a multi-year
contract at the end of a fiscal year and for all
subsequent fiscal years.
11. Expenditure Funding - Orieriag a specific requirement
quantity at the beginning of a lulri-year contract
and funding contractor obligations on a yearly basis.
12. Incremental Funding - Funds are not available at: time
of contract award to cover the total estimated cosr
to complete delivery in a finished and militarily
usable form.
13. J!ulti-Year Connract - A contract utilizing multi-year
procurement procedures. Currently limited by the
Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR).
14. .^ulti-year Funding - Zong ressionai authorizations and
appropriations which cover more than one fiscal year.
15. !4ulti-year Procurement - A geieric tern which
describes procedures for acquiring needed items over
several years through one contract. The intent is to
lower costs through economies of scale.
16. !* on-recurring Costs - Production costs which are
incurred on a one time basis and amortized over the
period of the multi-year contract.
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17. Recurring Costs - Proda^tion costs which eatsr into
the product such as matsrial and labor.
18. Level Onit Price - The OAR reguirsment for the price
Df each unit produced under a multi-year coatract to
be the same, (exceptions are allowed for design/
specifications changes or for economic price
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